
TIRE REPAIR KIT

Instruction address for use

       Sincerely thank you for purchasing our products. Please 
read the manual first before using the emergency tire repair kit. 
It will guide you to operate correctly.
    
    This product is a portable, multifunctional tyre emergency 
repair kit, not only can be used for automobile tyres repair, but 
also applies to small car, motorcycle, bicycle and other tourism 
entertainment products, such as ballls.

   This product is used the tyre seala nt imported form foreign 
and repair t yre quickly and accurately. The sealant is environ-
mental and non-poisonous.

This product is limited to tire emergency repairing！
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Product structure diagram:

Operation sketch Sealant placement

lighting switch

Air inlet 

Air outlet

High precision mechanical gauge

Power switch
LED lights

Power cord placement

Hose placement
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Operating instructions

【Function for tyre repairing】

1.Start the car engine before using,
   take out  the  car  plug  from the 
   compressor and connect it  with 
   the car socket. 

2.Slides the back cover and take 
   out the hose, Close the back cover,
   and connect one end of the hose
   with air outlet of sealant bottle
  (Top hole), and connect another
  end with the air nozzle of the tyre. 
  Be caution that the fitting must be 
  tight enough. And connect the 
  compressor hose with the air inlet 
  of the bottle. (The following hole)

12V

12V
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3.Open the power switch, filling the
   sealant into the tyre. After all of the
   sealant be filled into tyre and the air
   pressure due to the tyre pressure 
   values.(2~2.5bar). Then turn power
   off and pack the tyre repair kit.
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1.Start the car engine before using,  
   take out the car plug from the co-
   mpressor and Connect it with the 
   car socket (cigarette socket).

2.Connect the hose of compressor 
    with the air nozzle of the tyre.

3.Open the power switch, filling to 
   the tyre pressure values (2~2.5bar). 
   Then turn power off and pack the
    tyre repair kit.

【Function for tyre inflating】

Operating instructions

Caution: Can be found the right tyre pressure values in the manual or side door of the driver.
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matters need attention

1.Confirming the tyre pressure values required before inflating.

2.In order to keep the battery has enough power, please do not close car 
  engine before using.
3.Keep the air flow, don't bend and jam on hoses during using.
4.Operator shall not leave the scene when repairing and observed at any 
   time to prevent more air pressure from inflating. 
5.This product should avoid damp, hard fall, flood and sediment imersion.
6.DC motor may produce edm on working, please don't near by flammable 
   liquids or gases.
7.Please do not do any changes by oneself, only can be used the accessories 
   by manufacturers.
8.Please don’t sustain working over 60 minutes one time. In order to prevent 
   damaging the compressor by the high temperature. If it work over 60 minutes
   please shutdown the compressor for cooling 20minutes before re-using.
9.The compressor may be damaged by the incorrect operation.

10.Children shall be forbidden to use. Please don't put the tyre repair kits as 
     the toys.
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Product parameters

Rated voltage        DC-12V
Rated power          120W

Max  pressure        ≥100psi

Max  currents         10A

Inflatable time 5minutes （0~2.5bar）

Cable length 3000±100mm

Air  pipe                  500±20mm
Accessory              Inflating needle + gas nozzle 1 pcs
Size                        229x215x86mm

Weight                    1.6kg
working time           Sustained working 60 minutes
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The common breakdown problem solution

1.Tyre repair compressor can not start
(1.)Check the power cord and power plug is intact and the connection is fastening.
(2.)Check the cigarette socket is clean and clean it with non-conductive strip.
     (Don’t insert into the car socket (cigarette socket) with finger or metal for cleaning)

2.Tyre repair compressor can be started, but can not be repaired.
(1.)Check the inlet hose and outlet hose are the right connection.

(2.)Check the inlet hose and outlet hose for sealant are bending or damaging.

(3.)Check if the tire nozzle is block by foreign body.

3.Tyre repair compressor can be started, but can not be inflated.
(1.)Check the outlet hose is intact and the connection is fastening. 

(2.)Check the outlet hose are bending or damaging.

(3.)Check more than one tyre is punctured or tyre is caused by a nail 6.5mm diameter 
     or larger.

4.Tyre repair compressor performance degradation
(1.)The working time is too long, it caused the compressor heating. And rest for 15 
      minuters to work again.
(2.)Check the car engine is started. 
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Operating instructions

【Function for tyre repairing】


